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ICES Code of Conduct
Introduction
Given ICES role as a knowledge provider, it is essential that experts contributing
to ICES science and advice maintain scientific independence, integrity and
impartiality. It is also essential that their behaviours and actions minimise any risk
of actual, potential or perceived Conflicts of Interest (CoI). A CoI arises when there
is an actual, potential or perceived possibility that a scientist or adviser makes a
contribution to ICES work that is not based on a systematic scientific review of the
available information and evidence. An actual, potential or perceived CoI arises
because the decision or outcome of a process may be influenced, or is perceived to
be influenced, by self-interest, professional-interest, external pressures and other
factors.
ICES has the ambition to be an inclusive organisation. This implies that experts are
primarily judged by their expertise, behaviours and contributions, not their
affiliations. Experts with a potential or perceived CoI can be included, provided
they follow the Code of Conduct (below) and show through their behaviours and
contributions to be fully capable of managing the CoI.
To ensure credibility, salience, legitimacy, transparency and accountability in ICES
work, to avoid CoI and to safeguard the reputation of ICES as an impartial
knowledge provider, all contributors to ICES work are required to abide by the
ICES Code of Conduct below.
The ICES Code of Conduct provides guidance on identifying and handling actual,
potential or perceived Conflicts of Interest, defines the standard for behaviours of
ICES experts contributing to ICES science and advice and sets the responsibilities
of those contributing to ICES work.
Roles of Delegates and Chairs
The National Delegates and Chairs (in the case of “Chair Invited Experts”) are the
gatekeepers of the system when nominating experts. It is their responsibility to
ensure active adherence to the ICES Code of Conduct. This implies that they are
responsible for ensuring:
•
All experts contributing to ICES work are aware of the ICES Code of
Conduct.
•
Actual, potential or perceived Conflicts of Interest are identified and
assessed prior to nominating experts.
•
Experts are only nominated or invited if the nominating Delegate or
inviting Chair are confident that the experts have provided adequate evidence that
they can and will abide by this Code of Conduct.
Application of the Code of Conduct
The Code of Conduct applies to scientists participating in ICES Expert Groups,
Review and Advice Drafting Groups and ACOM /SCICOM meetings.
Occasionally, ICES may run meetings which are intended to solicit stakeholder
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views. For these meetings, explicitly identified by the Secretariat and in advance
of the meeting, participants will be asked to represent specific professional
interests.
Code of Conduct
1. The purpose of this code is to ensure transparency and accountability in ICES
work and to safeguard the reputation of ICES as an impartial knowledge provider
2. The Code of Conduct applies to all contributors to ICES work and all
contributors to ICES work must abide by the Code of Conduct.
3. All contributors to ICES work are expected to conduct themselves in a manner
consistent with scientific independence, integrity, and impartiality and to declare
any Conflicts of Interest.
4. All contributors to ICES work must actively support the ICES vision and
mission.
5. All participants at the meeting, including the Chair, are required to declare any
Conflicts of Interest and their commitment to abide by the Code of Conduct before
their work commences. It is the responsibility of the Chair to ensure these
declarations are made.
6. In cases of uncertainty as to whether an action of activity constitutes an actual,
potential or perceived Conflict of Interest, it is expected that all persons engaged
in ICES work will err on the side of caution and identify, disclose and manage the
actual, potential or perceived Conflict of Interest. In situations of actual, potential
or perceived Conflict of Interest, all those involved in the discussions are expected
to actively seek feedback from one-another, in an open and transparent discussion
and in line with the expectations outlined in this Code of Conduct.
7. In cases of actual, potential or perceived Conflict of Interest an expert can still
contribute to ICES work if the National Delegate and Chair involved are satisfied
that the independence and objectivity of work to be carried out are not at risk, or
will not be perceived to be at risk, and that long-term confidence in the
impartiality, vision and mission of ICES will not be diminished.
8. In cases when there is an actual, potential or perceived Conflict of Interest of the
Chair, the Chair can still contribute to ICES work if the National Delegate and
Secretariat are satisfied that the independence and objectivity of work to be carried
out are not at risk, or will not be perceived to be at risk, and that long-term
confidence in the impartiality, vision and mission of ICES will not be diminished.
9. Chairs should ensure that the full range of available data, evidence and scientific
opinions are considered in their groups and that any differences are identified and
explored before reaching conclusions.
10. All contributors to ICES work should present and review data, scientific
evidence, theory or interpretation honestly and accurately and no contributor to
ICES work should knowingly mislead, or allow others to be misled, about scientific
matters.
Action in case of a perceived or actual breach of the Code of Conduct
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1. The expert involved must seek feedback, from the meeting Chair and
participants, on how to resolve the breach and ensure the Code of Conduct is
followed.
2. If the discussion (1) does not resolve the issue, the Chair should consult the
Secretariat before making a decision on the participation of the expert, either
excluding the expert for the entire meeting or for the period during which the issue
leading to the perceived or actual breach is being addressed. In this case the
Secretariat will inform and if necessary consult the ICES Bureau about the decision
within 24 hours. Council acts as the final arbiter in the case of ongoing dispute.
3. To record perceived or actual breaches of the Code of Conduct and to ensure
that the Code is being applied in a consistent and transparent manner, the
Secretariat will provide Council with an annual report listing breaches and the
actions taken to address them.

